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Less is More with Urban Battery Backup Systems
By Dennis Bennett 

When the power goes out, traffic managers rest better
knowing their intersections are equipped with battery backup
systems (BBS). This equipment is essential to continuous traf-
fic flow during unexpected power interruptions in the utility
power grid. Municipalities have been gradually deploying more
and more backup power at high volume intersections. The in-
vestment is easily justified by ensuring uninterrupted traffic
flow, not to mention the avoidance of accidents and serious
injuries, fatalities, insurance claims, and civil litigations that
often result. But backup power is not available at all intersec-
tions, due in part to funding and to the potential visual clutter
that comes from adding enclosures at the site. 

Now there is a solution that addresses both issues. Alpha
Technologies has developed a miniaturized version of its highly
successful and field-proven SE48-1616 outdoor traffic cabinet.
This low profile Mini Traffic BBS (Battery Backup System) fills
the need for a more compact and economical solution. The
small footprint (34"H x 16"W x 12"D) meets the requirements
for space constrained environments, while continuing to use
Alpha’s rugged line of FXM UPS products. 

The low cost Mini Traffic BBS addresses the funding issues
that have previously hindered deployment in rural areas or low
traffic urban and suburban communities. The compact size sat-
isfies the mandate for visual discretion at a cost that is ac-
ceptable to the planner. With the ability to accommodate

either a 350W or 1000W UPS, the
Mini Traffic BBS can match the
needs for rural and urban intersec-
tions.

This new style of BBS cabinet is
designed to power various traffic
controller cabinets, including ATC,
NEMA M, P and 336 style cabinets,
while offering up to four (4) hours of
runtime. The traffic designer can
lower Operating Expenses by deploy-
ing battery heater mats for cold
weather, and a remote battery mon-
itoring system (RBMS) that can min-
imize site visits by technicians. The
RBMS allows remote health monitoring of the batteries, thereby
reducing or eliminating battery maintenance that requires
costly and unnecessary truck rolls by maintenance personnel.

Ideally, all lighted intersections would be equipped with
backup power so that every community could realize the ben-
efits of improved traffic flow, safety, and economics. Alpha’s
new Mini Traffic BBS low profile cabinet is designed and priced
to make it that much easier to achieve the ideal.
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